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Want to grow your plumbing business? The Plumbing Code The Code outlines the best and most modern
methods to be used in plumbing installations. Since the plumbing in any private or public building is a part of
the community water and sewage disposal system, it is vital that such installations should not be left to the
discretion of irresponsible individuals. The protection of the public health and safety must be maintained by
the establishment of sound code provisions. It is rather a set of Rules and Regulations imposed by cities,
counties and states on anyone who undertakes any work involving the installation of drinking water, sewer or
toilet facilities in homes, offices, factories, schools and hospitals. Regardless of who might do the work,
plumbing and sanitation codes require that it be done in a specific, safe manner because it was found that
failure to do so caused widespread disease, which can be crippling and deadly-to the community. Licensing
Plumbers must demonstrate their competence as installers of plumbing systems to an official executing board
prior to being issued a license. A plumbing code which is technically perfect is valueless if in provisions are
not observed and enforced. The issuance of a license by a community specifies that in holder is qualified both
theoretically and practically and that their technical knowledge is sufficient to maintain the standards of the
code. Is licensing intended to prevent anyone but a plumber from doing sanitation work? NOâ€¦ Licensing
prohibits the irresponsible, incapable person from endangering the health of your family, neighbors sad
community. Any person may do the work who has sufficient knowledge to do it in a safe manner, so long as
the Rules and Regulations of the plumbing and sanitation code are observed. However, those wishing to do
such work must demonstrate their ability by taking out a license and passing an examination. The State
requires that, like a doctor, nurse, dentist or pharmacist, anyone whose work affects the public health and
safety shall have adequate knowledge and training. Done improperly this work would probably need to be
rectified at the time the property changed hands which means paying twice for the same work. Inspection and
Permits Through the issuance of permits and the requirements of public inspection, a community can assure
itself of proper plumbing code enforcement. The permit allows the plumbing inspector to protect the consumer
by assuring plumbing installations are done properly. The inspection of such plumbing work insures that the
installation is being completed in accordance with code provisions. It Pays to Take Care of Our Plumbing The
average household plumbing system represents an investment of about fifteen percent of the value of the
house. No part of the house is more important. Nothing in the house is used more often. A smoothly
functioning plumbing system is a pin to health and adds to the convenience of modern living. This booklet
was written with the objective of helping home owners as well as renters keep their plumbing systems in good
operating condition. The sale value of a house with sound plumbing is far greater than that of a house where
plumbing is in poor repair. There are many things that an owner or renter can do; there are many things that
should be left to an expert â€” the plumbing contractor and his staff of journeymen plumbers. Minor repairs
should be made promptly. Such annoyances such as a clogged drain, dripping faucet or a leaking flush valve
in the toilet, are more than a mere bother â€” they usually waste money. This booklet suggests remedies for
these and many other household plumbing problems. Major repairs, replacements, and new plumbing
installations should be left to the supervision of a plumbing contractor. His working methods are based on
years of experience â€” and his guarantee is assurance that all materials and methods are of the highest quality.
This information will help prolong the useful life of your plumbing system. Your plumber will be glad to give
you additional hints that apply specifically to your own home. Drains Plumbers get more calls to open clogged
drains than for any other service. Many such calls could be prevented by greater care in the use of drains. The
most-used drain is the one in the kitchen sink and that is the drain most often clogged. Preventing this situation
can be done by carefully watching what is emptied into the sink drain and by the regular use of a safe
biodegradable waste digester. Your plumber can give you more information on these products. Sink stoppages
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are usually caused by liquid fats, emulsified by warm dishwater and carried through the pipes. The water cools
as it proceeds to the main sewer and leaves the fatty deposits along the way. A film of grease forms on the
pipe wall, then another and another. Coffee grounds and bits of food add to this accumulation layer until the
pipe becomes impassible. Pour excess grease into a tin can and throw it out with the garbage, not down the
sink drain. When using a food disposer, always let sufficient cold water run to carry the particles down and
into the main line to prevent buildup in the smaller waste lines. Cup it tightly over the drain and plunge it
vigorously several times. If it is a double drain sink, make sure you seal the other drain, so water will not
splash out into the other bowl or on you. Drain piping can also be cleaned by removing the J-bend on the trap
below the fixture. First place adhesive tape around the packing nut or wrap the wrench jaws with cloth to
prevent scratching the metal surface. If plastic piping is in place, do not grip the nuts too tightly with the
wrench, as they can crack easily. Place a bucket directly under the pipe to catch any dripping from the open
pipe. Pull out the clogging material with a piece of wire or small hand-turned cable. If you take the trap off,
have some new gaskets ready to slip into the joints. Floor Drains To clean out a floor drain, remove the
strainer or grating which covers the drain box. The dirt and grease can then be dug out with a spoon or a stick.
After a hooked wire or coil spring-steel auger will clean out the bend or trap. Check to find out whether a
removable clean-out plug has been provided to make this job easier. When the clogging material has been
removed from the trap, pour a pail or two of hot water into the drain to wash out any loose material. Check the
strainer itself and clean it in hot water and soap in order to open all holes. The floor drain should be checked
regularly, especially one that is not often used, since water in the trap may evaporate. This would allow sewer
gases to enter the room. Pour a pail of water into the drain periodically in order to make certain of a proper
water seal. Toilets A clogged trap way in a water closet is a ticklish problem, so be careful with whatever
method you use for cleaning the drain. Most water closets are made of vitreous china which might crack if
exposed to extremely hot water. A plunger will normally handle simple toilet clogs. Another method of
cleaning a water closet trap or toilet is the use of an auger with an adjustable, crank-type handle. A three foot
auger is inexpensive and will quickly drill through most clogs. Use the auger carefully. Careless handling may
crack the toilet. If the rubber-cupped plunger or the auger does not clear the toilet, call your plumber. Closet
tanks and bowls are made of vitreous china and are impervious to ordinary household acids. If something
more than hot water and soap is needed to clean them, apply a non- abrasive powder or cleaner recommended
by your plumber. Many good bowl cleaners are on the market today. Seat bumpers should be replaced if worn.
Defective bumpers may cause breakage of the seat or hinges. Stains or moisture at the base of the closet bowl
indicate that the joint or seal between the closet and its outlet have failed and should be reset immediately to
prevent rotting of the floor, damage to the plaster of the ceiling below, and possible leakage of sewer gas into
the home. Toilet Tanks If water continues to run into the closet bowl after the toilet is flushed, it is obvious
that some part of the mechanism is out of order. When the tank has refilled, if water continues to seep into the
bowl or if there is a low humming noise, this indicates leakage from the tank. This leakage can occur from
either the supply valve or the improper seating of the rubber tank ball or flapper on the discharge opening. A
small amount of food coloring added to the tank water will help you determine whether the tank ball in the
bottom of the tank is leaking. Add it to the water aver the tank is filled. Watch for the coloring to seep into the
toilet bowl, and if it does, the ball or flapper over the discharge opening is not water tight If the rubber tank
ball does not fit tightly over the discharge opening, a defective ball, irregular seat or bent lift wires may be
responsible. If the ball is worn out, misshapen or has lost its elasticity and fails to drop tightly into the
hollowed seat, it should be replaced with a new one. Sometimes the ball is covered with a slimy coating which
can easily be wiped off. To replace the ball, shut off the water supply a stop is installed underneath the tank
where the water may be conveniently shut off at this point and empty the tank or place a stick under the ball
float lever-arm to hold it up, thereby shutting off the intake cock and preventing the tank from refilling. Then
unscrew the ball from the lower lift wire and attach a new ball of the same diameter as the old one. If the
collar or seat of the discharge opening is corroded or grit-covered, it should be scraped and sand-papered until
it is smooth and forms a uniform bearing for the stopper. Straighten or replace bent lift wires so that the ball
drops squarely into the hollowed seat. A leaky, waterlogged float ball holds the supply valve open and does
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not completely shut off the water. If the rod which connects the tank float to the supply valve has become
bent, it may prevent the float from reaching its full height, thus leaving the valve open and allowing leakage.
This rod should be straightened and a little oil applied to the lever joints to insure smooth action. Sometimes
the tank will not fill sufficiently or will fill to overflowing. These difficulties may be corrected without
disturbing the supply valve by bending the rod attached to the tank float upward or downward. If the rod is
bent upward, the water will rise higher in the tank, and if downward, the water level will be lowered. While
there is not much danger of its becoming stopped up, it might be well to examine it occasionally to see that it
is in working order. If water rises to the top of the overflow pipe an adjustment or new fill-valve assembly is
necessary. Consult your plumber if in doubt. Fittings Fittings faucets and valves are used more often than any
other part of the plumbing system. They get plenty of use but are built to take it, under normal conditions. The
best modern fittings are all chrome plated brass and will last a lifetime under everyday use. They clean easily
with soap and warm water.
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CD-ROM includes various business forms in rich text format. Administrative Policies and Procedures -- Ch.
Regulations, Permits, and Code Enforcement -- Ch. Approved Materials and Their Connection -- Ch. Drainage
Systems -- Ch. Private Sewage Systems -- Ch. Traps, Cleanouts, Interceptors, and More -- Ch. After the
Installation -- Ch. Working with Gas -- pt. Understanding the Vent System -- Ch. Design Criteria -- Ch.
Sensible Pipe Sizing -- Ch. Installing Water Distribution Systems -- Ch. Well Systems -- pt. Troubleshooting
and Repairs -- Ch. Troubleshooting Toilets -- Ch. Troubleshooting Sinks and Lavatories -- Ch.
Troubleshooting Bathtubs -- Ch. Troubleshooting Spas and Whirlpools -- Ch. Troubleshooting Bidets -- Ch.
Troubleshooting Faucets and Valves -- Ch. Troubleshooting Plumbing Appliances -- Ch. Troubleshooting
Waste-Water Pumps -- Ch. Troubleshooting Specialty Fixtures -- Ch. Troubleshooting Well Systems -- Ch.
Troubleshooting Water Distribution Systems -- Ch. Troubleshooting Drainage and Vent Systems. This guide
shows information that plumbers use on a daily basis. From codes to troubleshooting and repair techniques,
the book features 40 chapters that also give comments and suggestions based on 20 years of practical "in the
trenches" experience. Reviews Add a review and share your thoughts with other readers. Add a review and
share your thoughts with other readers.
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Plumber's Standard Handbook by R. Dodge Woodspn, R. Dodge Woodson The most complete reference to plumbing
codes, installation, troubleshooting, and repairs. If you want the top-of-the-line in plumbing guides, you've come to the
right place.

History of plumbing and Sanitation in ancient Rome Roman lead pipe with a folded seam, at the Roman Baths
in Bath , England Plumbing originated during ancient civilizations such as the Greek, Roman, Persian, Indian,
and Chinese cities as they developed public baths and needed to provide potable water and wastewater
removal , for larger numbers of people. The word "plumber" dates from the Roman Empire. Roman roofs used
lead in conduits and drain pipes [9] and some were also covered with lead. Lead was also used for piping and
for making baths. With the Fall of Rome both water supply and sanitation stagnatedâ€”or regressedâ€”for well
over 1, years. Improvement was very slow, with little effective progress made until the growth of modern
densely populated cities in the s. During this period, public health authorities began pressing for better waste
disposal systems to be installed, to prevent or control epidemics of disease. Earlier, the waste disposal system
had merely consisted of collecting waste and dumping it on the ground or into a river. Eventually the
development of separate, underground water and sewage systems eliminated open sewage ditches and
cesspools. Most large cities today pipe solid wastes to sewage treatment plants in order to separate and
partially purify the water, before emptying into streams or other bodies of water. For potable water use,
galvanized iron piping was commonplace in the United States from the late s until around After that period,
copper piping took over, first soft copper with flared fittings, then with rigid copper tubing utilizing soldered
fittings. The use of lead for potable water declined sharply after World War II because of increased awareness
of the dangers of lead poisoning. At this time, copper piping was introduced as a better and safer alternative to
lead pipes. Water pipes Not to be confused with Hookah or Bong. A system of copper water tubes used in a
radiator heating system. A water pipe is a pipe or tube , frequently made of plastic or metal, [a] that carries
pressurized and treated fresh water to a building as part of a municipal water system , as well as inside the
building. History Old water pipe, remnant of the Machine de Marly near Versailles , France For many
centuries, lead was the favoured material for water pipes, because its malleability made it practical to work
into the desired shape. Such use was so common that the word "plumbing" derives from plumbum, the Latin
word for lead. This was a source of lead-related health problems in the years before the health hazards of
ingesting lead were fully understood; among these were stillbirths and high rates of infant mortality. Lead
water pipes were still widely used in the early 20th century, and remain in many households. In addition,
lead-tin alloy solder was commonly used to join copper pipes , but modern practice uses tin-antimony alloy
solder instead, in order to eliminate lead hazards. Unlike other parts of the world where lead pipes cause
poisoning, the Roman water had so much calcium in it that a layer of plaque prevented the water contacting
the lead itself. What often causes confusion is the large amount of evidence of widespread lead poisoning,
particularly amongst those who would have had easy access to piped water. Wooden pipes were used in
London and elsewhere during the 16th and 17th centuries. The pipes were hollowed-out logs, which were
tapered at the end with a small hole in which the water would pass through. They were often used in Montreal
and Boston in the s, and built-up wooden tubes were widely used in the USA during the 20th century. These
pipes, used in place of corrugated iron or reinforced concrete pipes, were made of sections cut from short
lengths of wood. Locking of adjacent rings with hardwood dowel pins produced a flexible structure. About ,
feet of these wooden pipes were installed during WW2 in drainage culverts, storm sewers and conduits, under
highways and at army camps, naval stations, airfields and ordnance plants. Cast iron and ductile iron pipe was
long a lower-cost alternative to copper, before the advent of durable plastic materials but special
non-conductive fittings must be used where transitions are to be made to other metallic pipes, except for
terminal fittings, in order to avoid corrosion owing to electrochemical reactions between dissimilar metals see
galvanic cell. Note that the inner tube is actually transporting the water, while the outer tube only serves as a
protective casing The difference between pipes and tubes is simply in the way it is sized. PVC pipe for
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plumbing applications and galvanized steel pipe for instance, are measured in IPS iron pipe size. These sizing
schemes allow for universal adaptation of transitional fittings. When used in agricultural irrigation, the
singular form "pipe" is often used as a plural. Tubing, in particular copper, comes in rigid hard tempered
"joints" or soft tempered annealed rolls. The temper of the copper, that is whether it is a rigid "joint" or
flexible roll, does not affect the sizing. Pipe wall thickness is denoted by various schedules or for large bore
polyethylene pipe in the UK by the Standard Dimension Ratio SDR , defined as the ratio of the pipe diameter
to its wall thickness. Pipe wall thickness increases with schedule, and is available in schedules 20, 40, 80, and
higher in special cases. The schedule is largely determined by the operating pressure of the system, with
higher pressures commanding greater thickness. Copper tubing is available in four wall thicknesses: Because
piping and tubing are commodities, having a greater wall thickness implies higher initial cost. Thicker walled
pipe generally implies greater durability and higher pressure tolerances. Wall thickness does not affect pipe or
tubing size. The same applies to pipe schedules. As a result, a slight increase in pressure losses is realized due
to a decrease in flowpath as wall thickness is increased. Hollowed wooden logs wrapped in steel banding were
used for plumbing pipes, particularly water mains. Logs were used for water distribution in England close to
years ago. US cities began using hollowed logs in the late s through the s. Today, most plumbing supply pipe
is made out of steel, copper, and plastic; most waste also known as "soil" [21] out of steel, copper, plastic, and
cast iron. A pipe is typically formed via casting or welding , whereas a tube is made through extrusion. Pipe
normally has thicker walls and may be threaded or welded, while tubing is thinner-walled and requires special
joining techniques such as brazing , compression fitting , crimping , or for plastics, solvent welding. These
joining techniques are discussed in more detail in the piping and plumbing fittings article. It is rarely used
today for new construction residential plumbing. Steel pipe has National Pipe Thread NPT standard tapered
male threads, which connect with female tapered threads on elbows, tees, couplers, valves , and other fittings.
Galvanized steel often known simply as "galv" or "iron" in the plumbing trade is relatively expensive, and
difficult to work with due to weight and requirement of a pipe threader. It remains in common use for repair of
existing "galv" systems and to satisfy building code non-combustibility requirements typically found in hotels,
apartment buildings and other commercial applications. It is also extremely durable and resistant to
mechanical abuse. Black lacquered steel pipe is the most widely used pipe material for fire sprinklers and
natural gas. In potable water distribution service, galvanized steel pipe has a service life of about 30 to 50
years, although it is not uncommon for it to be less in geographic areas with corrosive water contaminants.
Copper tubing Copper pipe and tubing was widely used for domestic water systems in the latter half of the
twentieth century. Demand for copper products has fallen due to the dramatic increase in the price of copper,
resulting in increased demand for alternative products including PEX and stainless steel. Plastic pipework
Plastic hot and cold supply piping for a sink Plastic pipe is in wide use for domestic water supply and
drain-waste-vent DWV pipe. In the s, plastics manufacturers in Western Europe and Japan began producing
acrylonitrile butadiene styrene ABS pipe. The method for producing cross-linked polyethylene PEX was also
developed in the s. Plastic supply pipes have become increasingly common, with a variety of materials and
fittings employed. PVC stands for polyvinyl chloride, and it has become a common replacement for metal
piping. PVC should be used only for cold water, or for venting. CPVC can be used for hot and cold potable
water supply. Connections are made with primers and solvent cements as required by code. PP pipes are heat
fused , being unsuitable for the use of glues, solvents, or mechanical fittings. PP pipe is often used in green
building projects. The primary manufacturer of PBT tubing and fittings was driven into bankruptcy by a
class-action lawsuit over failures of this system. PEX â€” cross-linked polyethylene system with mechanically
joined fittings employing barbs, and crimped steel or copper rings. Polytanks â€” plastic polyethylene cisterns,
underground water tanks, above ground water tanks, are usually made of linear polyethylene suitable as a
potable water storage tank, provided in white, black or green. In , a large number of these fittings were
recalled. Due to its toxicity , most cities moved away from lead water-supply piping by the s in the United
States, [27] although lead pipes were approved by national plumbing codes into the s, [28] and lead was used
in plumbing solder for drinking water until it was banned in The pipe can sustain high pressure-water and is
relatively small Concrete water pipe Connecting to an existing water line white pipe with a stainless steel
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tapping sleeve and valve red. A concrete thrust block is being formed behind the new connection. Piping and
plumbing fittings , Valves , and Plumbing fixtures In addition to lengths of pipe or tubing, pipe fittings are
used in plumbing systems, such as valves, elbows, tees, and unions. They are considered to be "fixtures", in
that they are semi-permanent parts of buildings, not usually owned or maintained separately. Plumbing
fixtures are seen by and designed for the end-users. Some examples of fixtures include water closets [32] also
known as toilets , urinals , bidets , showers , bathtubs , utility and kitchen sinks , drinking fountains , ice
makers , humidifiers, air washers , fountains , and eye wash stations. Sealants Threaded pipe joints are sealed
with thread seal tape or pipe dope. Plumbing equipment includes devices often hidden behind walls or in
utility spaces which are not seen by the general public. It includes water meters , pumps , expansion tanks,
back flow preventers , water filters , UV sterilization lights, water softeners , water heaters , heat exchangers ,
gauges, and control systems. There are many tools a plumber needs to do a good plumbing job. While many
simple plumbing tasks can be completed with a few common hand held tools, other more complex jobs require
specialised tools, designed specifically to make the job easier. Specialized plumbing tools include pipe
wrenches , flaring pliers , pipe vise, pipe bending machine, pipe cutter, dies , and joining tools such as
soldering torches and crimp tools. New tools have been developed to help plumbers fix problems more
efficiently. For example, plumbers use video cameras for inspections of hidden leaks or problems, they use
hydro jets, and high pressure hydraulic pumps connected to steel cables for trench-less sewer line replacement.
Flooding from excessive rain or clogged sewers may require specialized equipment, such as a heavy duty
pumper truck designed to vacuum raw sewage. The latter refers to the "pipes and fixtures within a building
that transport water to taps after it is delivered by the utility". Reasons that favor their growth are "high
surface-to-volume ratio, intermittent stagnation, low disinfectant residual, and warming cycles". A high
surface-to-volume ratio, i. Plumbing installation and repair work on residences and other buildings generally
must be done according to plumbing and building codes to protect the inhabitants of the buildings and to
ensure safe, quality construction to future buyers. If permits are required for work, plumbing contractors
typically secure them from the authorities on behalf of home or building owners. At the national level, the
Environmental Protection Agency has set guidelines about what constitutes lead -free plumbing fittings and
pipes, in order to comply with the Safe Drinking Water Act.
4: Plumbing - Wikipedia
Kembla, is proud to issue the ninth edition of the Plumbers Handbook which is published as an industry aid at a time
when marked changes are taking place with respect to installation practice and material specification.

5: Plumbing Standard Inspector | Professional Certifications
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Plumber's Standard Handbook: The Complete Source for Plumbing
Professionals at www.enganchecubano.com Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.

6: Plumber's Standard Handbook by R. Dodge Woodson (, Book, Other) | eBay
Plumbers Standard Handbook Complete Professionals Plumbers Standard Handbook Complete Professionals Ebook
Free Download Pdf posted by Spencer Blair on October 05 It is a downloadable file of Plumbers Standard Handbook
Complete Professionals that you can be safe this with no registration on www.enganchecubano.com

7: Plumbing Standards | VBA
The Plumbing Code. The Code outlines the best and most modern methods to be used in plumbing installations. Since
the plumbing in any private or public building is a part of the community water and sewage disposal system, it is vital
that such installations should not be left to the discretion of irresponsible individuals.
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